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Abstract

The University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands is a largely successful campus band program
that provides students with personal, professional, and academic development. To participate in
the band, many students provide their own instruments to perform. The band will not be able to
grow and offer a better experience to the students without being able to provide them with
school-owned instruments and financial support. Most college and university band programs are
housed and receive funding from the university’s music school or their athletic department, so
they have the resources to provide quality and uniform instruments to the music groups. The
Bearcat Bands does not receive funding from the music school as it operates as a separate entity
from UC’s College Conservatory of Music (CCM), primarily because marching band is not part
of the curriculum for music education students. Therefore, having a unique and specific
fundraising plan is imperative to the success of the band program.
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Introduction
Imagine the college football experience with no fight song or the playing of the National

Anthem. Imagine sitting at a concert expecting to hear music but instead sit in silence. A band is
not a band unless it has instruments. The University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands owns various
instruments from mellophones to sousaphones, but most are held together by band-aids and
electrical tape, some repaired with spare parts from other unplayable instruments. Playing in a
band with an instrument that doesn’t work is difficult and frustrating. It would be like trying to
write with a pen that is running out of ink. John Whytle – band director in Kenosha, Wisconsin –
stated that “everyone prefers to experience ‘the best’ in their lives” and that “quality is the main
ingredient for success” (2017). Playing a less-than-quality instrument makes it very difficult to
produce a mature sound and inhibits growth of the college-age musician.
The purpose of the University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands is to “provide educational
opportunities, artistic expression, and leadership development programs to students through
music” and their vision is “to make the University of Cincinnati the most musical campus in the
United States of America” (Nichter, 2019). These lofty ideals are unachievable without
providing each student with the proper tools to reach musical excellence.
Many college and university band programs receive enough funding to provide
instruments for all of their participating students, but the UC Bearcat Bands is not one of those
programs. The band does not receive enough operational funding from the university to afford a
large purchase like new instruments, so they need to partner with other university organizations
that can help them achieve their goal. The group that formed in response to the band’s need
included the UC Foundation, UC Alumni Association, UC Student Affairs (Dean and Vice
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President), UC Band Alumni Association, Buddy Roger’s Music (local retail store), and other
important contributors.
A campaign organized by the University of Cincinnati Foundation for the Bearcat Bands
has never been done before and the campaign committee knows little about how college band
programs are typically funded, so the researcher conducted a research study to discover how
other college and university band programs are funded. It is the researcher’s theory that
interviewing band directors would inform the committee how to organize a campaign to raise
money for the UC Band.
The hypothesis of the study is that a strategic fundraising and marketing plan will cause a
band program to better meet the vision of their organization. In the case of the University of
Cincinnati Bearcat Bands, the short-term vision of the organization is to solicit enough funding
to provide an instrument for every participating student in the program, including marching
specific instruments and auxiliary concert instruments. The dependent variable of the study is a
comprehensive fundraising and marketing plan with the independent variable being the money
raised for new instruments. This research study and fundraising/marketing plan are an important
next step for the Bearcat Bands program to meet their mission.
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History of the UC Bearcat Bands
Every decision made in the past was to keep the band alive. The band was started by kids
from the engineering school as a non-credit class. It had begun even before the music school
existed. No one in the university wanted to take ownership of the band, so it continued to be
organized by the students. When the school of music was established at the University of
Cincinnati, it was part of the school of education, not its own conservatory like it is today. Due to
the band’s growth, Bob Hornyak was hired by the music department to become the sixth director
of the Bearcat Bands which consequently pulled the band under the umbrella of the music
department.
In 1962, The University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music (CCM) was
created. Unlike the former music education program in the school of education, CCM would
only allow the most talented students into the conservatory. This European style school model
became very attractive to donors, which brought in a lot of money to support these students
studying music. Unfortunately, there was a fundamental clashing between the two philosophies
of the conservatory and the band program because the majority of the students in the UC Band
were not studying music. Because of the shift in the music school, the UC Band was forced from
the school of music and left without a home. In the 1970’s, the students fundraised for
themselves as simply a student club, taking any money they could get.
Another challenge for the UC Band was that no director stayed long enough to give the
band credibility. Most of them came through to get a degree from CCM and their assignment
was to direct the band, but they left once they graduated, never even being recognized as the
official Director of Bands. After years of frustration, the UC Band petitioned Student Affairs to
finally ask them for a band director who would take ownership over the band they had. They
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were no longer going to tolerate someone who was using them to get a doctorate or to be in
CCM.
Ultimately, the university needed a place for students who were not music majors to be
able to play their instruments. No department was willing to fund the band. The Athletics
Department invited the band to play at football and basketball games, but not at the expense of
their own budget. The band dropped to around seventy members. The Director of Student Affairs
and Athletics came to an agreement that they would help share expenses of the band, but they
would not pay a band director. Their first attempt was to make it a club sport run by the students,
but still no director rose to the challenge. In 1991, they gave the job to any graduate student who
would take it, restarting the cycle that had plagued the band through the ‘70s. In 1992, they
reached an impasse; they either had to hire someone or end the group.
In 1993, Dr. Terren Frenz spoke at OMEA in Cincinnati after his high school marching
band was named the National Champion at Bands of America (BOA) that season. He received an
invitation from the students to direct the band in Cincinnati, which he accepted. Athletics agreed
to house the band as long as Student Affairs would pay Dr. Frenz to direct.
When Dr. Frenz (Doc) first started, Student Affairs gave the band $24,000 including
Doc’s salary. The average salary of a music professor then was $85,000. After six months of
struggling with the agreement between Athletics and Student Affairs, Dr. Frenz moved the band
solely to Student Affairs.
Even though the band was no longer housed in the Athletic Department, the UC Band
continued to travel and play for athletic events. This did not seem fair, therefore, Student Affairs
made the decision that if the band was going to participate in the athletic events – especially if it
involved travel – then the Athletic Department would need to pay for the band’s travel and food
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costs. Whenever the band needed to pay for special projects like uniforms or small sets of
instruments, support would come from the President’s office.
Under the direction of Dr. Frenz and Student Affairs, the band program began to grow,

though it wasn’t the only thing changing. The university began adding satellite campuses which
allowed more people to attend and allowed the school to restrict enrollment to more
academically outstanding students. As a result of the university bringing in more students, the
band did as well. The bigger the band was, the more money they got from Student Affairs. The
band really started to make their mark on campus and in the Greater Cincinnati Area, but Doc
said he would never leave until the band received musical excellence like other groups. The band
and Dr. Frenz reached their goal in 2012 and Doc retired soon after, leaving the band to what it is
today.
Background
In 2018, the University of Cincinnati (UC) Bearcat Bands is now known as the
comprehensive, independent campus band program within the Division of Student Affairs at the
University of Cincinnati. The Bearcat Bands that started out as a small marching band only large
enough to create the letter “I” on the football field, now organizes a 250-member marching band,
multiple athletic bands, concert bands, a beginning band, jazz ensembles, various small
ensembles, and various educational clinics. Even though the band has experienced a massive
growth spurt, membership is still open to every full-time student at the University of Cincinnati
and satellite campuses, as well as students attending Greater Cincinnati Collegiate Connection
schools. There are opportunities for everyone: those with considerable experience, those with
none, and those in between. The program is now staffed by four full-time directors and an expert
part-time staff of specialists and volunteers.
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Since its beginning in 1920, the UC Bearcat Bands has consisted of students from a
variety of colleges: nursing, engineering, education, etc. The Bearcat Bands is a place for nonmusic majors to play music; the band may only have a handful of music majors participate every
year. Unfortunately for the students though, if they want to participate in the band, they have to
provide their own instrument at their own expense. The exception is specialty instruments like
sousaphones, mellophones, and marching baritones are provided. The few school-owned
instruments though are currently deteriorating. The “shelf-life” of a marching band instrument
may only be three to eight years. The manufacturers that originally built the instruments are no
longer in business, meaning that it is impossible to acquire parts to fix the instruments.
The UC Band’s operating budget is only circling $50,000 every year with more being
fundraised by band members, specifically the Band Council and the Theta Chapter of Tau Beta
Sigma (honorary co-educational band sorority). Since its beginning, the students have worked
extremely hard to keep their band program moving forward. In most cases, the students are
taking initiative and volunteering their personal time to the program. They only receive one
credit hour for participation in one group each semester, though there is no tuition cost for the
credit hour. The students do pay Band Council a fee of $100 to be a member of the band, though
they generally get that money back in travel, food, and band apparel.
The UC Bearcat Bands will celebrate 100 years in existence in the year 2020. To
celebrate and reward the band for staying strong through many trials over the past century,
$1,000,000 will be fundraised to put a school-owned instrument in every student’s hand as well
as to start an endowment for the maintenance of said instruments. The students will no longer
have to provide their own instrument or pay for their own repairs. New instruments will provide
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a better quality of sound, uniformity at performances, and a heightened pride for the University
of Cincinnati.
The UC Band is just as large and has musicians of the same caliber, but their equipment
is just not up to par with other college and university bands. Just up north on I-71 from
Cincinnati, is the Ohio State Marching Band at The Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio.
They model after a British military brass band, so they march 12 E-flat cornets, 51 B-flat
trumpets, 21 flugelhorns, and more. All of their instruments match, so their physical appearance
on the field is spectacular. Because the quality of their instrumentation is identical, their sound is
also unified. Many marching bands across the country are famous because of their look and their
amazing sound.
The million-dollar campaign started out with the collaboration of Director of Bands, Mr.
Chris Nichter, and band alumnus Randy Smith, who also sits on the Board of Trustees of the UC
Foundation. The UC Foundation will be a partner in the campaign as they are instrumental in
soliciting and recognizing donations made to the university. The project has escalated, being
joined by the efforts of the UC Foundation, the UC Alumni Association, the Dean of Student
Affairs, the Vice President of Student Affairs, the UC Band Alumni Association, Buddy Roger’s
Music (local music dealer), and other important individuals.
The project is set to begin in the spring of 2019, but there is currently no strategy for
obtaining enough attention to raise one million dollars for the band before the end of 2020. A
marketing and fundraising plan combining the efforts of the powerful organizations listed
previously, would be the strategy to raising one million dollars. A plan like this would keep the
various teams on the same page and working in unison toward the common goal. All new
instruments for the Bearcat Bands is a benefit not only to the band but to the university and the
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various alumni associations as well. New instruments make the band more attractive to potential
students and donors, which makes the university as a whole more attractive to them as well.
A barrier to the project is that if the band is to purchase instruments for the band in 2020,
they must have the money right away. This means that five-year pledges will not effectively help
the band meet its goal. Therefore, the final marketing and fundraising plan will include an initial
strategy to raise one million dollars for the band by the end of 2020, but also a back-up plan will
be created for the event that not all of the money is raised by 2020. The money raised will
provide a one-time sweep of the band’s current instrument inventory, allow additional
instruments to be purchased – something the UC Band has never had in their history as an
organization.
Method
To discover how other college and university band programs were being funded, the
researcher conducted an IRB-approved qualitative study by interviewing 35 college and
university band directors.
Participants. Interviewees were band directors on faculty or staff at a college or university
in the United States. Band directors in a variety of states were randomly selected to participate in
the study. A band director was interviewed in 21 of the 50 states (see Figure 2). The interviewee
did not have to be the head director of the band as long as long it was an assistant or associate
band director who was knowledgeable of the band program’s financial situation. A total of 66
band directors were invited to participate in the study and 35 were interviewed. A few band
directors chose not to participate in the study due to not wanting to disclose financial
information. A few other band directors were interested but were not available for an interview
in the time period being requested. Of the 35 band directors, five chose to remain anonymous.
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There was no incentive for the band directors to participate in the study other than to contribute
to research in their field.

Figure 2. Interviewed University Programs Map, pinpointed university locations of consented
band directors (2019).

Design. The purpose of the research study was to identify how programs fund their band. The
hypothesis of the study was that a strategic fundraising and marketing plan will cause a band
program to better meet the vision of their organization. The dependent variable was the
university department housing the band program and the independent variable being measured
was overall program funding.
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Procedure. The researcher acquired any public information on the band programs to provide as

much background information as possible before performing interviews. The study was designed
to be conducted in a short time period of seven days maximum, therefore the researcher chose
questions that could be easily answered in a brief phone call. Directors were contacted with the
emails listed on their university’s website and invited to participate in the research study. The
initial email introduced the researcher, the goal of the research study, and the consent form
required for participation in the study. The complete list of band programs researched are found
in Appendix F – List of Researched Band Programs.
Interviews took place by phone or email between January 24 and January 31, 2019 after
receiving a signed consent form from the band directors. Interviews lasted between 15 and 30
minutes. Interviewees were asked questions about their position at the university and various
questions about the funding of their band program (See Appendix A – Interview Questions).
Results
The interview process was important for the University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands
campaign because it provided information about how other band programs were funded and
if/how they provide their participating students with instruments. Many band directors already
have experience organizing large campaigns, so the interviewees were able to provide
meaningful data about what did and did not work for their program.
The band directors who chose to participate in the study are:
Table 1
Interviewed Band Directors
Name
Title
Dr. Tim Anderson
Director of Marching
Band

University
University of
Massachusetts

Students
385 in marching
band, 140 in pep
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Dr. Jeffrey Au
Dr. Eric Bush

Dr. Jason DeGroff

Director of Athletic
Bands
Associate Director of
Bands, Director of
Hawkeye Marching Band
Director of Bands

Duke University
University of Iowa

350 in total
enrollment

University of New
Haven
Syracuse University

265 marching band

Dr. Brad Ethington

Director of Bands,
Professor of Music

Dr. Kyle Glaser

Associate Professor of
Music, Associate
Director of Bands
Director of University
Bands, Professor of Wind
Conducting, Chair of the
Conducting Department
Marching Band Director

Texas State
University

Dr. Gordon
Henderson

Director of Bands

Mr. Ben Herrick

Director of Bands, Band
Recruitment
Director of Marching and
Athletic Bands
Associate Director of
Bands, Director of the
Marching Illini, Director
of Fighting Illini Athletic
Bands, Clinical Assistant
Professor of Music
Director of Athletic
Bands
Associate Director of
Bands, Director of
Athletic Bands, Assistant
Professor of Music
Associate Director of
Bands and Director of
Athletic Bands
Professor Music,
Associate Director of
Bands

University of
California Los
Angeles
Tiffin University

Dr. Michael
Haithcock

Dr. David Healey

Dr. Christopher
Hoch
Dr. Barry Houser

Dr. James Hudson
Dr. Tremon Kizer

Dr. Amy Knopps

Dr. Anthony
LaBounty

band, 155 in concert
band
130 in athletic bands

University of
Michigan

Boston College

150 in marching
band, 100 in pep
band
350 in marching
band, 90 in
basketball band
410 in marching
band, 320 in campus
band program
150 in marching
band
350 in marching
band
65 in marching band

The Ohio State
University
University of Illinois
at UrbanaChampaign

450 in marching
band
375 in marching
band

Arizona State
University
University of
Central Florida

450 in athletic bands

University of
Missouri

270 in athletic bands

University of
Nevada, Las
Angeles

130 in athletic bands

375 in marching
band
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Dr. Stephen Lytle

Dr. David Mills

Associate Director of
Bands
Assistant Director of
Bands, Director of
Marching and Athletic
Bands
Director of Athletics
Bands
Director of Bands

Mr. Chris Nichter

Director of Bands

Dr. Ken Ozzello

Director of Bands

Dr. David Plack

Director of Athletic
Bands
Professor of Music,
Professor of Athletic
Bands
Director of Bands

Dr. Betsy McCann

Dr. Brad McDavid

Professor Jay Rees

Dr. Donald Ryder
Mr. Matthew Smith
Dr. Corey Spurlin
Dr. Richard Suk

Director of Athletics
Bands
Marching Band Director

West Virginia
University
University of
Minnesota

330 in marching
band
320 in marching
band

University of
Washington
University of
Connecticut
University of
Cincinnati
The University of
Alabama
Florida State
University
University of Miami

250 in marching
band
350 in marching and
pep band
250 in athletic and
concert bands
500+ in concert and
marching bands
450 in athletic bands

University of
370 in athletic bands
Tennessee Knoxville
Butler University
125 in athletic bands
Auburn University
Ohio University

Anonymous

Director of Athletic
Bands, Professor of
Music Education
Associate Director of
Bands, Director of
Spartan Marching Band
and Spartan Brass
Associate Professor of
Music Education,
Director of Athletic
Bands
--

Anonymous
Anonymous

---

---

Anonymous
Anonymous

---

---

Dr. David Thornton

Dr. Eric Wiltshire

160 in athletic bands

380 in marching
band
230 in marching
band

Michigan State
University

350 in athletic bands

University of
Oregon

240 in athletic bands

--

200 in marching
band
32 in marching band
175 in marching
band
300 in athletic bands
300 in marching
band
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Analysis
Interview questions one through four are answered in Table 1 above: 1). What is your

name, 2). What is your official position, 3). What college or university does your marching band
program belong to, and 4). How many students participate in your band program? The smallest
band program interviewed had 32 students and the largest had 500 students. The average number
of students participating in college marching band was 285 students.
The rest of the interview questions are described in detail below.
5. How is your band program primarily funded?
How each program is funded depended primarily on the department they were housed under.
Band programs are either being funded by their school of music, athletics department, student
affairs, which may include administrative offices like the President’s Office or Chancellor’s
Office. Overall, funding does not usually come for one particular source. For example, Dr. Kyle
Glaser at Texas State University generally received his funding from student fees that come
through each college, which eventually fund the band through the school of music. Though if he
exceeds his budget or an expense comes up that he cannot pay for, he will often go to the
Provost’s office.
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Number of Band Programs

10

8

6

4

2

0
School of
Music

Athletics

Student Affairs

Athletics &
SOM

Athletics & SA

Athletics,
SOM, & SA

Unknown

Figure 3. Number of Band Programs by Department. (Drewyor Voorhees, 2019).

Table 2
Band Programs Funded by School of Music, Athletics, and Student Affairs
Name
University
Number of Students
Dr. Barry Houser
University of Illinois at Urbana375 in marching band
Champaign
Dr. Christopher
Hoch

The Ohio State University

450 in marching band

Dr. Ken Ozzello

The University of Alabama

500 in concert and marching
bands

Some band programs do not have a need to campaign for giving because they either have
what they need, or the university makes it a priority to campaign for them. Dr. Ken Ozzello at
the University of Alabama said in his interview that his band did one crowdfunding project in
2017, but “as a rule, [they] do not fundraise.” (2019). His band program receives funding from
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the Athletic Department, College of Arts and Sciences (School of Music), the President’s Office
(Student Affairs), and also a support group. These relationships bring in enough funding to
support 500 students in both the concert and marching programs as well as to provide percussion,
tubas, baritones, mellophones, and piccolos for his students. Any instruments that need repaired
come from the Athletic Department. While a lot of programs require the students to fundraise,
some programs demand enough support from the university that students don’t have to fundraise,
which is a similar situation at West Virginia University.
The Marching Illini at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign just recently
completed their 150th season as the nation’s first collegiate band program. Directed by Barry L.
Houser, the band has a significant amount of history based in tradition. To keep up with modern
trends and funding models, they have spent a great deal of time to make sure they hold true to
their traditions but also prioritize taking care of the current students (2019). This program is
successful because they prioritize the students. Each student is given a quality instrument when
they participate. This is another program that is funded by the Athletic Department, College of
Fine & Applied Arts (School of Music), and the Chancellor’s/Provost’s Office (Student Affairs).
The most impact for a band program comes from the buy-in of all three major divisions.
Not every band program receives the luxury of this much university support. The
marching band at Butler University spent the past 20 years (until fall of 2018) under the umbrella
of Student Affairs where they received no money for basic travel and the students are charged for
their basketball pep band uniform polo. If the students need an instrument, they rent an
instrument for $20 a semester. This type of rental situation is not uncommon for band programs.
Syracuse University
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Another interesting way that band programs receive funding is through their university’s
student government. The band directors Ohio University (Dr. Suk) and University of Oregon
(Dr. Wiltshire) go to the student led government where they talk about the funding they need.
The students representing the student body are usually students studying politics or accounting.
Dr. Wiltshire said that “to not fund the band would be against their bylaws.” (2019). When Dr.
Suk wanted money for instruments, the student government was very accommodating. Dr.
Wiltshire usually petition the student government for $175,000 a year.
6. Have you organized fundraising campaigns for your band program?
More organizations are doing some form of fundraising on top of the funding they already
receive from their respective department. Fundraising campaigns can look like an annual giving
campaign through the development office of the university, or it can look like hosting exhibitions
and other fundraisers that bring in money manually. A lot of band programs also rely on their
group’s performances to bring in revenue. At minimum, the majority of the schools are doing a
yearly giving opportunity for donors or alumni.
The following programs participate in a yearly giving campaign:
Table 3
Band Programs Participating in Annual Giving Campaigns
Name
Title
University
Dr. Eric Wiltshire
Associate Professor of Music
University of Oregon
Education, Director of Athletic Bands
Dr. Richard Suk

Director of Athletic Bands, Professor
of Music Education

Ohio University

Dr. David Mills

Director of Bands

University of Connecticut

Dr. Brad McDavid

Director of Athletics Bands

University of Washington

Dr. Stephen Lytle

Associate Director of Bands

West Virginia University
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Approximately 80% of the interviews participate in some form of campaigning. A lot of band
programs will plan a campaign when there is a special need like for uniforms or instruments.
Some of the fundraisers that college band programs organize are:
•

Hosting a band festival with a potential revenue of $30,000

•

Using the band for weddings, reunions, parties, and other performances

•

Monthly campaigns using a significant university or band number – The Ohio University
Marching 110 asks donors for $110 each year, equally to $9 a month.

•

Making a pitch video about the band for alumni and donors

•

Auction fundraiser event

•

Selling uniforms made into pillows

•

Free band t-shirt with a donation

•

Auction to be a guest conductor of the pep band

•

Host a “pre-game experience” that gives donors an inside look on the band

Many programs partner with their development office or foundation for organizing
campaigns. Dr. Corey Spurlin at Auburn University may participate in some events, but the
actual campaigns are organized by their College of Liberal Arts Development staff, Alumni
Development, or University Development office (2019). Other universities like at the University
of Tennessee Knoxville have their own development officer assigned specifically their band
program (2019).
7. Does your program provide instruments for the participating students?
a. If yes, did you rent or purchase the provided instruments?
All of the programs provided at least large instruments that students could not be
expected to own themselves like sousaphones, mellophones, marching baritones, and drumline
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equipment. A couple schools including Ohio University provide performance day instruments
that are nice for game day but are not what they rehearse with (Suk, 2019). A handful of larger
schools do provide instruments for their students because they want everyone in the band to
match. These instruments were paid for usually by donors, by the university, or through the use
of endowments.
b. If yes, what manufacturer did you purchase or rent from?
Most band programs purchase their instruments right away, except some drumline
instruments. A few schools may rent instruments, but it is not usually the entire inventory, it is
usually a small set of instruments that are not worth owning. Professor Jay Rees at University of
Miami and a few other schools have a deal with percussion manufacturers (Mapex, Pearl, or
Yamaha) where they will use the marching drums for approximately 4 years before returning the
drums back to the manufacturer for them to sell to high schools and other small band programs
in need of drums (2019). The most common manufacturer that band directors had purchased
instruments from was Yamaha, followed by Conn-Selmer, and KHS Music. Many band directors
use a variety of manufacturers depending on the instrument. Dr. Jeffrey Au at Duke University is
creative with the way he purchases instruments as he turns to eBay and other used instrument
sellers to purchase his instruments (2019). He often also purchases from drum corps like
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Carolina Crown and Madison Scouts who maintain their instruments well.
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Figure 4. Number of Brand Programs Purchased Instruments from Manufacturer. (Drewyor
Voorhees, 2019).
c. If yes, how do you maintain/repair the instruments?
Most band directors have a relationship with their local retail store who will assist in any
repair or maintenance needed for their instruments. Usually, the music store will send a
representative to the school to do some repairs, like The Ohio State University does with
Buckeye Brass in Columbus, Ohio (Hoch, 2019). Some manufacturers will even send a repair
person to a local music shop to help maintain their instruments given to a band program
(Hudson, 2019).
To keep up instruments well-kept and performance ready, some schools like Ohio
University and Michigan State University have two sets of instruments. Students will have brass
lacquer instruments to use at practice but then for their performances they will all have silver
matching instruments. These performance instruments are more experience and they last longer
when they are only used once a week for performances.
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d. If no, do the participating students provide their own instruments?
When instruments are not provided by the band program, a student has to provide their

own instruments to be eligible to participate. With providing their own instrument usually comes
having to pay for their own maintenance and repairs. Usually the instruments that are not
provided by programs are alto saxophones, clarinets, and other woodwinds. These instruments
are usually the most expensive to purchase and to repair. Some marching band programs choose
not to use woodwinds at all. Most programs at least try to provide instruments to the students
who truly need one, but instruments are expensive though they are vital to the band experience.
The researcher found that the department of the university that housed the band programs
had a significant impact on the funding of the program, no matter the size of the university. The
band programs researched were either housed under the Athletics Department, the School of
Music, or the Division of Student Activities (also known as Student Life or Student Affairs). Of
the initial 66 band programs researched, around 50% are housed under the School of Music, 25%
are housed under the Athletics Department, and the remaining are housed under the Division of
Student Life.
Conclusion
No matter what part of the country or what university was housing a marching and
athletic bands program, each program had similarities and differences. Ultimately, the band
programs cannot operate without funding. A band program is not only entertainment at sporting
events, a recruitment opportunity for the school, but also it is an educational, leadership, and
musical experience for students. Band directors want to make it so that students want to be in
their program. Without funding, there is a lot of strain on the students to pay for their own
experience. Mr. Chris Nichter at the University of Cincinnati likes to say that “handing a student
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an instrument that barely works is like asking the student to cut down a tree with a blunt saw”
(2019).
There are three main departments where the band program is usually housed: the Athletic
Department, the School of Music, and the Division of Student Affairs. Athletics makes sense
because a lot of the time, the marching band and pep band are performing for athletic related
events such as football and basketball games. The School of Music makes sense because the
activity that the students are participating in is a musical ensemble that performs. Student Life
also makes sense because oftentimes, the band program is considered a student organization that
falls under Student Affairs.
There are many differences between the three departments, but there is one major
difference that supports the conclusion. Each department receives funding by different people for
different reasons. Many of the alumni donating to the School of Music are doing so because they
were either once a music student, or they believe in the mission of the school. Many people
donate to the sports teams because they take enjoyment out of the games and want to see the
players be successful. Student Affairs does not receive funding the same way Athletics and the
School of Music might. This can make it very difficult for band programs to operate under Staff
Affairs.
There are pros and cons to operating under each department and reasons for why a band
program may be housed in one over another. Band programs housed under Student Affairs may
have more flexibility to fundraise and not have to fight the college to ask for donations from
alumni. Many band directors working under Student Affairs do much of the fundraising
themselves while a band director in the School of Music may have to work closely with the
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development office to make sure that they are not competing for donations from the same
donors.
Overall, there are many hardships that arise with a college marching band program. The
first issue is that a successful marching band program is very expensive. Most programs are
supporting between 100 to 400 students in their band program. Marching bands do a lot of
traveling to football games, which means busing and food. Many bands do performances that
require uniforms and special equipment. Even the music that the bands play has to be approved
for the group and these permissions can cost thousands of dollars. On top of supplies, bands need
proper instructors for the students: color guard, twirlers, drumline, etc. The second difficulty
with marching bands is that university administrators, whether they are in Athletics, Student
Affairs, or the School of Music, may not know how to efficiently run a band program.
Oftentimes, a band program may become too expense for one department or another, so it may
be moved around until it finds a better fit.
The researcher concluded after interviewing 35 different band directors that the band
programs housed under Student Affairs were struggling the most with their finances and received
the least amount of funding from the university. These programs needed to do the most
fundraising themselves and oftentimes had little access to donors. Dr. Stephen Lytle of the Pride
of West Virginia put it simply as “[Student Affairs] support everything from chess club to the
marching.” (2019). Most university departments other than the School of Music don’t understand
what it takes to truly run a band program.
The researcher also found that the second most underfunded programs were the bands
housed under Athletics. A lot of people may assume that because the football team or basketball
team are given a lot of money, that the band does too, so many people do not donate to the band
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program through Athletics. The Athletics department also may not be educated about the details
necessary to run a band program, especially the musical and educational aspects of the band.
Athletics’ best support comes when they pay for the band to travel to sporting and athletic
events. Wherever the band is housed, the department will often still ask Athletics to pay for
sports-related activities of the band.
The band programs that had the least amount of funding issues and had the most puttogether fundraising campaigns were the programs that were housed under the School of Music.
This could be because the school knows more about instrument maintenance and they can share
instrument inventory. This could be because the marching band is technically an ensemble and
students would normally register for an ensemble through the School of Music. There are some
schools like Miami University, Oxford, who requires music education students to be in the
marching band for at least two years as a requirement for their music education degree. Another
benefit to being housed under the School of Music is that the Director of Bands is usually paid
by the music department and many directors of the marching band are also professors of music in
the music school. Some schools even require the Director of Bands to have a degree in music to
conduct their marching band. At Butler University in Indiana, the band was for a long-time
housed in the School of Music, but their band director left, and they hired someone who did not
meet the requirements of being a staff member of the music school, so they transferred the band
from the music school to Student Affairs until they found a new director who meet the
requirements. Just this year (2018), the band program moved back to the School of Music.
Another factor to the funding of college band programs is the size of the college or
university and the conference their athletic teams are in. For the more successful football and
basketball teams, their band program receives more support from not just the university, but also
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the athletic conferences. The bigger schools have larger expectations when it comes to the
athletic experience. The band is an important component to these experiences, so when the
athletics are extremely important to a university, the band also becomes more important.
Dr. Kyle Glaser at Texas State University gave insight to his situation: going to special
events usually cost around $12,000. They need $7,000 just to paint lines on the practice field.
They use $4,000 for music permissions to arrange music. It takes at least $6,500 to hire one staff
member. After that, you have to purchase music, maintain inventory, etc. An issue they are
facing is fluctuation. The cost of instruments and supplies are increasing, but the budget that they
receive from the university is not rising to match fluctuation. It is becoming more and more
difficult to fund what they need.
Another road block faced by many college and university marching bands is the turn-over
in university leadership. Dr. James Hudson at the Arizona State University told of his
experience: “Traditions that are made at this fairly young university are diminished every three
to four because the administration keeps changing. There, there is not a tradition of donating to
the band. There are no endowments currently because the money is spent right when they receive
it.” (2019). Successful programs like Ohio State University receive millions of dollars in
donations because the university has a culture of supporting the marching band. When a new
administrator comes into the university, there is an established culture of supporting the band. At
Tiffin University in Ohio, the university offers scholarships for the band students and will
actually match what the athletes receive, based on their time commitment to the band program.
This shows the band that the university is committed to supporting the students of the band and
their college experience.
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The relationship between the university and their marching band program can be
limitless. At some universities, they give the band plenty of money to recruit and market the
band because it looks good for both entities. When a video of the University of Michigan
Marching Band goes viral because they put on an exciting and relevant show, it’s not only an
advertisement for the band program, but it’s also an advertisement for the university. There are
students who will make the marching band a deciding factor as to whether or not they attend that
college or university. With a strong relationship between both groups, there are many mutual
benefits as a result.
Limitations of this research included a small sample of band directors in the United
States. If a larger sample of band directors was used, there would be more information and more
examples to support the theory of which department a band program should be housed. There
was not a lot of time to conduct research, so had there been a few more weeks, there would have
been more time to reach out to more band directors and ask more follow up questions to the
interviewees.
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PART B – Fundraising and Marketing Plan
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Introduction
Writer from Nonprofit Hub, Claire Shinn, declares that a fundraising and marketing
campaign is strong when the leadership and staff is strong (2016). She also says that involving
your board members in more ways than just asking them to donate is an easy way to spread the

message because they are just as passionate about the cause as those coordinating the campaign.
After determining the campaign’s support system, Shinn proceeds to discussing the
importance of having a clear goal. When starting the project with the campaign committee, the
first task is to define what the goal is. In this case, the clear goal is to raise money to purchase
instruments for the band and start an endowment to repair the instruments each year. When the
goal is well-defined, the committee has a clear message to communicate to potential donors.
This specific campaign is being coordinated by different groups of people who do not
work in one place, so consistent communication will keep everyone on the same page. On top of
that though, donors must be communicated with so that the campaign stays on the forefront of
their mind. Shinn says that there are many ways to do that whether it’s through an online
platform or online communicator.
Many large university groups (and other nonprofits) operate with financial support from
endowments. Investopedia article written by Will Kenton defines an endowment as “a donation
of money or property to a non-profit organization, which uses the resulting investment for a
specific purpose.” (2018). In simpler words, an endowment is a large sum of money that
generates enough interest to fund significant projects. For example, the University of Southern
California Marching Band has four different endowments for traveling, scholarships, instrument
maintenance, and uniform cleaning (Vogel, 2019). The Bearcat Bands has many endowments
and scholarship funds, but none of them are designated to fund uniforms, instruments, or travel.
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The cost of dry-cleaning uniforms alone is almost $4,000, so having a large endowment can
make it easier to have that money set aside ready to spend every year.
Fundraising Best Practices
There is no successful fundraiser without having the right plan in place. Raising money
takes a lot of “careful planning, thoughtful execution, and meaningfully fostered relationships
with donors” (Double the Donation, n.d.). There are hundreds of ways to plan fundraisers, but
there are some key methods to making the best fundraising possible. The four key methods are:
planning, getting the word out, the fundraising event(s), and recognizing donors.
Planning. Many organizations will keep record of fundraisers that have been done in the
past, so this looking to these past fundraisers is the place to start. Learning about what went well
and what did not can help steer the fundraising committee in the direction it should and should
not go. In the planning process, there is a place to repeat fundraisers that have worked in the past,
but there is also an exciting time to try something new. For the University of Cincinnati Bearcat
Bands, their centennial celebrations are a time where the fundraisers they have always done may
be put aside to try something new and different to reign in more support for the band.
During the beginning of the planning process, it’s important to consult the organization’s
budget. While the point of fundraising is to bring in more money, some fundraisers require
nonprofits to spend money before they make money. This money spent could be toward printing
and advertising for the event or the campaign, or it could even be to provide gifts to the highdollar donors. Addressing the budget early on allows the committee to decide how much money
needs to be spent to marketing the fundraising campaign enough to reach their fundraising goal.
After budgeting comes defining the target audience. For example, the campaign
committee for the University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands may try to stay away from talking to
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major-gift-donors who are already giving money to the university for different campaigns or
projects as to not compete with other university entities. Therefore, the UC Bearcat Bands will
need to identify a unique list of potential donors that not only will support one project, but
support for years to come. The difficulty in reaching out to new donors is that many of them may
not know much about your organization. Knowing the target audience of the fundraising
campaign and how they need to be communicated with can make the process extremely
successful. Once the fundraising committee has consulted their budget and identified their target
audience, they can start being creative about what type of fundraiser they want to organize.
Get the Word Out. Communicating to potential donors about fundraising campaigns can
be expensive and time consuming if using tactics like printing and mailing letters. A few
methods of getting the word out include: social media, email, and phone calls.
Social media seems to make everything in life easier because anyone can make a simple
post on Facebook and it seems like all of their friends see it. Platforms like Facebook allows its
users to host a page for updates, photos, and videos, but it also has a system for organizing and
publicizing events. Using Facebook is a great tool when the nonprofit has a good following of
people already.
Social media is easy and effective for reaching a large audience quickly, but there is not a
lot of personal communication. Utilizing email is similar in the fact that an email can be sent to
thousands of people in just a few clicks of a button. Emails can be personalized a little bit more
than a social media post can and potential donors can flag the email and come back to it later.
Social media and email though, are not always the best ways to solicit donations.
The best way to talk about a fundraising campaign with someone is by either a phone call
or face-to-face conversation. Donors not only want to feel recognized and appreciated, but they
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also want to know that their dollar is going to make an impact on the organization. Having this
type of conversation allows donors to ask honest questions and talk more extensively about the
future of the organization. Listening is powerful. An organization is going to receive the most
buy-in from donors when the donors feel like they have been truly listened to and feel like their
opinion is important to the organization (TrueSense Marketing, 2018). These personal
conversations are going to more quickly build the relationships that will support the organization
for years to come.
The Fundraising Event(s). Hosting a fundraising event is effective because the
organization is not only marketing the campaign and getting the word out, but the event is also a
way to bring in donations on the spot. Fundraising events are not effective without the manpower and support of a team.
The easiest place to find a fundraising event team is from the people who want to support
the campaign but cannot support monetarily. Usually, these people feel driven to support the
nonprofit, they just need a task delegated to them. In the case of the University of Cincinnati
Bearcat Bands, the perfect place to coordinate a fundraising event team from would be from their
Band Alumni Association. Hosting a fundraiser can be pretty easy depending on the scope of the
event. The important components of an event like this is that the donors need an easy way to
donate while they are at the event, and if people have already donated so far to the campaign, this
is the perfect place to give them some recognition. Thanking donors can be in many forms from
a speech to just a meaningfully handshake. The key is doing what is best for the organization.
Recognition. Most people want to be recognized after they have done a good deed.
Again, there are hundreds of ways to recognize donors, so the nonprofit will have to choose what
is appropriate for their campaign. The best types of recognition include some type of permanent
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display that symbolizes their donation, whether it’s their name on a plaque in a building or their
name in a performance program. Having a strong recognition program can even act as a way to
influence more people to donate in future campaigns because they have seen what it looks like to
be recognized by the organization.
Peer-to-peer fundraising. Niche nonprofits with a large money goal are going to use a
method called peer-to-peer fundraising. If a nonprofit organization is raising money for a specific
cause, an ambassador of the fundraiser may want to invite their neighbor to donate, knowing that
they are a supporter of the cause. There will be a greater impact if that ambassador invites their
neighbor to donate versus having someone else in the organization make the ask. This peer-topeer fundraising is a way to use established relationships to raise money.
One of the key methods for making peer-to-peer fundraising successful is by
making the donation process as easy as possible. Many nonprofits will use a text messaging
system where a donor can text “DONATE” to a short-code phone number, and they will receive
a text back with a link to make their donation. Many of these operating systems are expensive
though, so they are only used when the organization has a large pool of people to reach out to for
donations.
Charge the Second Century Campaign
One of the longest standing traditions of the University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands
program is the “CHARGE down the stadium steps” that they do at every home game. The
football stadium at UC is designed so that the stairs that come down through the fans lead right
to the field. Before Red and Black every home game, the brass section plays Army Fanfare and
at the end, they come flying down the stadium steps and run to their position on the field.
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Figure 5. The charge down the stadium steps at Homecoming, photo taken by Beth Rosenburg
Kauffman, ’72 (1969).
Inspired by the famous “charge”, the campaign is named “Charge the Second Century.”
The University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands turn 100 in the year 2020, and with this campaign
comes a new chapter for the band. Never in their history have they raised one million dollars, let
alone for something like new instruments. The band will charge full-steam at this goal, just as
they do before every home game.
Campaign Goal
The financial goal of the Charge the Second Century Campaign is to raise one million
dollars. Half of the money will be designated to purchase the instruments and the other half of
the money will be used to put into an endowment for maintenance and repairs of the instruments.
The instruments to be purchased will all be silver-plated to give the band a more uniform look
and uniform sound. Having new instruments will give the Bearcat Bands the ability to give every
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member an instrument so that they sound the best they can and so that the students do not have to
pay for their own repairs.
Team & Responsibilities
Until 2018, the UC Bearcat Bands had done the majority of their fundraising by
themselves through performances and through their student support organizations: Band Council,
Tau Beta Sigma Chapter, and Kappa Kappa Psi Chapter. Most college and university band
programs have begun partnering with their university’s foundation to organize larger campaigns
and reach donors that the band would not be able to reach alone. This campaign will be the first
collaboration between the band and other university organizations.
There are five main entities that will make up the campaign committee: 1). The
University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands, 2). The UC Foundation, 3). The UC Alumni
Association, 4). The UC Band Alumni Association, and 5). The UC Division of Student Affairs.
Because the UC Bearcat Bands operates out of student life, the leadership chain from the band
extends to the Dean of Student Affairs and up further to the Vice President of Student Affairs.
From these organizations, particular stakeholders have been identified to serve as representatives
of each entity on the campaign committee.
Table 4
Campaign Committee Members
Representative

Entity

Chris Nichter – Director of Bands

UC Bearcat Bands

Juan Guardia – Dean of Student Affairs

Division of Student Affairs

Debra Merchant – VP of Student Affairs

Division of Student Affairs

Russell Best – Senior Director of Alumni Relations

Alumni Association
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James Barnard – Executive Director of Annual Giving and
Integrated Marketing

UC Foundation

Curtis Eaton – Director of Development

UC Foundation

Philip James – Associate Director of Annual Giving

UC Foundation

Kim Burdett – Director of Annual Giving and Integrated
Marketing

UC Foundation

LeAnne Anklan – President

Alumni Band

Randy Smith – Campaign Liaison

Alumni Band

Hayley Voorhees

Marketing

Each representative in the campaign committee has a job to support the campaign. Chris
Nichter and the Division of Student Affairs have to make that whatever is being said about the
campaign to potential donors, that it puts the university in a good light and does not cause
conflict with other university organizations also fundraising. Russell Best, as the Senior Director
of Alumni Relations, will also act as the committee chair. He is responsibility for scheduling
meetings, creating an agenda, and holding the rest of the team accountable for their tasks. He
also works very closely with the staff of the UC Foundation. Each representative from the UC
Foundation has a very specific task. James Barnard oversees the marketing portion of the
campaign while Curtis Eaton focuses primarily on reaching out to the large donors giving
$25,000 and more. Philip James will focus on the donors giving less than $25,000. The
marketing team made up of Hayley Voorhees, Kim Burdett, and James Barnard, will be
responsible for any design collateral needed for the campaign (press release, pledge card, etc.) as
well as any other marketing strategies to support the campaign.
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It is then the responsibility of LeAnne Anklan, the UC Alumni Band President, and
Randy Smith, Campaign Liaison, to make sure that the band alumni are aware of the campaign
efforts and motivate alumni to become Ambassadors and hopefully even donors. People who
have been in the UC Bearcat Bands before can be very meaningful donors because they
understand why the band needs money. This is the first time in the band’s history that a
campaign has been organized to raise money for instruments, so having the support of band
alumni will keep the campaign afloat.
Strategy
Soliciting donations. Approved by the UC Foundation and Student Affairs, a new
unrestricted account will be created to designate gifts to. An unrestricted fund will allow for
flexibility in accessing the funds in the future. This account is going to be specifically for the
purpose of purchasing instruments and then acting as an endowed fund for the long-term
maintenance and repair of the instruments. If donors prefer to donate money to a scholarship

donation fund, there are options already available. Soliciting donations of $1,000 and higher will
be the primary responsibility of the staff of the UC Foundation and the UC Alumni Association.
They will target potential donors through a database of university alumni.
Integrated fundraising campaign: A campaign must be created to engage the community.
The project will include videos (30 sec, 60 sec, and 90 sec), professional photos, and content to
tell the story of the Bearcat Bands on a user-friendly website. A crowdfunding website (hosted
via the UC Foundation website) will track the donations that come in and can show the progress
in real-time. A link to a website is also easy to incorporate in other Bearcat Bands and UC
Alumni Band. MobileCause writes that crowdfunding is “an individual or team raising money
for a specific cause with an eye-catching online fundraising campaign” (2017). There are a few
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components to this definition that support the strategy of the Bearcat Bands. The first part of this
definition of a crowdfunding platform is that money is being raised for a specific goal. It was
mentioned earlier that having a clear goal is important for communication with potential donors.
Donors need to know specifically what they are being asked of. The second component to the
definition by MobileCause was to design a fundraising campaign to grab the attention of
potential donors (2017). Not only does the message have to be clear and specific, but it needs to
be communicated in a way that makes the donor want to learn more about the project and follow
up with a preferred action, specifically a donation.
Introducing the band to potential donors. The key to soliciting donations from meaningful
donors is sharing the story of the Bearcat Bands accurately and how it is currently being funded.
The history of the band is motivating and inspiring, but the knowledge gap regarding the band
needs to be closed for donors to want to invest in the program. During this process, the campaign
leaders will be introducing the Bearcat Bands to potential donors, the community, and perhaps
even re-introducing the band program to past Alumni who may have not stayed actively
involved.
Create a way to give on the website. On most college band’s website, there is a way for a
fan to give money to the program. Sometimes the donations are sent directly to the band and
sometimes the donations are filtered through the university’s foundation website and money is
then allocated from the foundation. Figure 4 is a screenshot of the band’s current website.
Currently, there is not a place where people can donate to the band. Having a portion of their
website dedication to giving also gives them an opportunity to communicate their needs to
parents and community members looking to support the band in a specific way. Having this
page on their website allows them to publish content about the million-dollar campaign to raise
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money for instruments, even if the give button just redirects to the UC Foundation’s website
designed to crowd-source for the UC Band. One of the main reasons why people may not donate

to a group is because they either do not know how to donate or there is no apparent need for
money. James Hudson of Arizona State University stated that “sometimes people tend to assume
that because the marching band is associated with the game-day experience, that they are getting
just as much funding as the football or the basketball team” (2019). If the band is not asking for
money, people may just assume that they don’t need money.
Figure 6. Screenshot of UC Bearcat Bands’ current website, www.ucbearcatbands.com (2019).

Social media strategy. All new social media accounts will not be created for the milliondollar campaign because the UC Bearcat Bands already has a significant following on their
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current social media. The researcher and marketing representative, Hayley Voorhees, will work
alongside the student leadership of the band responsible for social media to create and post
content about the campaign. Currently the band utilizes the follow social media platforms:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and Flickr.
Ambassador program. A campaign Ambassador is someone who serves as an advocate,
promoting the campaign through their personal networks and social media. The best
Ambassadors would be UC Band Alumni and other peers who may be able to identify annual
giving donors (between $500 and $5,000) as well as major gift donors. Ambassadors would also
host events and small informal gatherings to share the message of the band and rally support.
Donation reception. After the end of year concert performed by the UC Bearcat Concert
Bands, Ambassadors and UC Band leadership will host a reception. Holding an event after the
concert allows the committee to invite potential donors to see the band perform prior to asking
them for a donation. Attendees are also going to have an opportunity to talk to Chris Nichter, the
other directors, and student leadership about the Bearcat Bands. The committee would use this
event to utilize pledge cards and motivate attendees to donate before the end of the event.
Recognition Program
There are countless ways to recognize donors for their contribution to a band program.
Not all band programs thank their donors in the same way. The recognition program for this
campaign is a way to not only thank those who supported the band, but also provides a means to
remembering them for years to come. Depending on the donor and the amount pledged, there are
three main ways that a donor will be recognized.
Photo with the musician and the instrument. Perhaps the most obvious way to recognize a
donor is to show them the instrument(s) they funded and the student musician who then is given
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the opportunity to play that instrument. This campaign is unlike others because donors are able to
physically see the effect of their donation. On a game day, the donors will be invited to come
meet the student musician playing on the horn that they funded. They will take a picture with the
donor that will then be mailed to their house with a note from the UC Foundation, thanking them
for their donation.
Name on instrument case. Not only would the donor get to physically see the instrument
in action with the student musician getting to play the instrument, but the donor’s name will be
embroidered onto the case of the instrument. This will be a permanent way to show how far a
significant donation can go to helping the band program.
Send a band to their house. For the donors willing to make a large contribution of
$25,000 or more, the UC Bearcat Bands will send a pep band to the donor’s house to play some
tunes. The donor could choose to throw a reception and invite friends to hear them play, or they
could just enjoy the music themselves. Transportation for the band to the donor’s house will be
provided either by the band or by the Athletic Division.
Project Timeline
After approval of the strategy within the campaign committee, the campaign will
officially launch at the final concert band performance in April of 2019. Prior to the concert
though, the campaign committee needs to identify Ambassadors for the campaign and have them
start inviting their peers to the concert. There is always a large audience in attendance, and it is a
good place to invite potential donors to get a glimpse of other ensembles the Bearcat Bands
supports. A reception will follow the concert to invite people to donate through the use of pledge
cards.
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Immediately following the concert, the campaign committee shall plan for the
Homecoming and football season, Fall of 2019. There is usually a lot of alumni engagement
surrounding Homecoming, so having something prepared will help engage potential alumni
donors. Come 2020, the band officially turns 100 years old and the centennial festivities for the
band official commence. The undergraduates of the UC Bearcat Bands have appointed a
Centennial Committee to plan activities for the year 2020. The campaign committee will
coordinate ways to incorporate fundraising into the centennial activities.

Budget/Instrument Information
The University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands partners with Buddy Roger’s Music, a local
music retailer in Cincinnati, OH, for all of their instrument and repair/maintenance needs. Buddy
Roger’s Music provides quotes for instruments, no matter the instrument or the manufacturer,
called a school bid. They partner with a music instrument payment plan company (BGE
Financial) who helps schools pay for large purchases. An example school bid from Buddy
Roger’s Music through BGE Financial is included in Appendix E – Instrument Bid by Buddy
Roger’s Music. In this instrument bid, it gives an example of how much it would cost to lease
instruments.
Leasing is a good option because after the rental is over (usually at the end of four years),
the school can just send them back and restart another lease with all new instruments. On the
other hand, though, leasing requires the program to have a significant amount of money every
year, and if they ever have a bad year of little funding, they would have the instruments taken
away. The good thing about just purchasing the instruments is that they are owned right off the
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bat and that has to be paid for is maintenance and repair, but after a handful of years, the
program may have to buy all new instruments again.

Because the UC Bearcat Bands does not have enough money to support a leasing option,
going with the route of purchasing is the best option for their timeline. In the Appendix is a
tentative list of the instruments that will be fundraised for. The “standard instruments” list are the
primary needs of the band program and the “auxiliary instruments” are the secondary wants of
the band program. When setting goals for the campaign, the committee also wants to
accommodate for potential growth of the band program, therefore asking for more instruments
than current band members.
On top of the purchase of the instruments, the committee proposes that each instrument is
put on the Comprehensive Maintenance Plan offered by Buddy Roger’s Music to repair all
instruments at a small cost while also giving them first priority when they come into the repair
shop. The cost per instrument to be put on the maintenance play is $84 per year which covers
almost any fixable repair. It does not include large dents or if the instrument is unfixable.
Table 5 is a snapshot of the Bearcat Bands’ current accounts. There is a lot of money in
endowments but because most of them are for scholarships, they can only be used for
scholarships. The Bearcat Bands typically receives about $60,000 a year from the university
which is extremely low for a band program of their size. Dr. Anthony LaBounty at the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas receives $300,000 from the Provost’s Office through the School of Music
with an additional $15,000 from the Athletic Department and any year-end monies left over
(2019).
Table 5
Current UC Bearcat Bands Accounts

Balance

Spendable
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Bearcat Bands Annual Fund

$45, 553.91

$45, 553.91

UC Band Alumni Association Gift Fund

$21, 543.75

$21, 543.75

UC Band Scholarship Endowment Fund

$196,861.07

$6,480.97

Rockwern Endowment Fund

$406,643.34

$22,298.28

Randall E. Smith Band Leadership Scholarship Endowment Fund

$5,729.41

$670.82

R. Robert and Mary Hornyak Scholarship Endowment Fund

$64,646.24

$4,821.13

Julie Benken Memorial Drum Majors Scholarship Fund

$70,533.64

$2,925.60

James Morand Endowed Scholarship Fund

$47,152.27

$1,004.65

Gettler Spirit of the Bearcat Bands Award Endowment

$27,236.04

$271.83

Alumni Band “Down the Drive” Campaign Fund

$0

$0

Marching Band Development Fund (Athletics)

$592.73

$592.73

SWOT Analysis
The SWOT Analysis is a careful look at the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats of the Charge the Second Century Campaign. The analysis will help the campaign
committee focus on the challenges and threats they may have to address during the fundraising
campaign.
Strengths. The most significant reason why this campaign will be successful is because it
is being organized by a committee of people with the appropriate knowledge and experience to
talk to high-dollar donors about the Bearcat Bands. What helps make it easy to talk about the
band is the fact that the UC Bearcat Bands is one of the most visible student organizations on
UC’s campus. People are more likely to donate to an organization they have personally
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experienced or witnessed. The band can use their social media accounts and their large
performances as leverage for donations.
Weaknesses. The UC Foundation talks to donors on a daily basis who donate to the
University of Cincinnati. Never in their recent past though, have they assisted in a campaign for
the UC Band. Much of the strategic planning process for the campaign will be to educate the
campaign committee on the band so they can effectively talk to donors about the cause. Not only
will there be a learning curve for fundraising one million dollars for the band, but there is also a
time constraint attached to soliciting donations and giving donations. All of the money is needed
up front to purchase all of the instruments. This means that a monthly pledge for five years will
not result in the UC Band reaching their goal. When the campaign committee is talking to
potential donors, they need to solicit large one-time donations to the campaign.
Opportunities. This campaign provides many different opportunities to the UC Band, but
the most meaningful opportunity brought on by the campaign will be a strengthened connection
with alumni, potential long-term donors, and the community. The marketing efforts of the
campaign are a great way to educate the community and alumni about who the UC Band really is
and rally the enthusiasts who will being life-long supporters of the band.
Threats. The campaign committee will need to be sensitive to the other projects and
campaigns that other university student groups will be fundraising for. The UC Foundation talks
to many different donors and the band will not be the only group looking for a donation.
“Homecoming” is an important time for the university to inspire alumni support and is often a
time when most organizations ask their respective alumni for a financial contribution. Because
everyone is fishing out of the same pond, many donors will be turned off from the asks and
become uninterested in supporting.
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Table 6
SWOT Analysis
Strengths
•

Weaknesses

Strong support from university

•

leadership and partner organizations
•

Large campaign visibility on social

No significant experience with large
fundraising for the UC Band

•

media and band performances

Time constraint – all of the money
needs to be available prior to
purchasing the instruments (before the
end of 2020)

Opportunities
•

Threats

Make new connections with UC Band

•

and university alumni
•

Potential competition with other UC
money campaigns

•

Educate the university and the

Uninterested donors

community about the band program
•

Engage potential long-term donors

Back-Up Strategy
An important part of the fundraising and marketing strategy is being able to solicit
donations all at one time. A lot of the time, nonprofit organizations will use pledge systems and
monthly giving systems to bring in cash flow for their organization. Because the band is going to
use the instrument for one large purchase, the money is needed right up front. Not only will all
the instruments get a fresh start, the band will look unified, and manufacturers will give a
discount when all of the instruments are purchased at one time. If not all of the instruments are
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purchased at once, each instrument will actually cost more. Because of this, a lot of urgency
must be placed on an immediate large donation.
Collateral
To support the marking plan for the campaign, the marketing plan will design and

distribute collateral for potential donors. Ed Sevilla in the Journal of Brand Strategy said that to
get the best results, a campaigning university group must use distinct university branding when
marketing to students, potential donors, and alumni (2018). Therefore, all of the collateral used
for the Charge the Second Century Campaign will use the official colors and fonts of the
university’s branding standards. There are four major components of the collateral strategy that
will be used in the campaign: a set of campaign logos, a one-page case statement, a pledge card,
and a set of videos for websites and social media.
There are three different logos that will be used for the campaign. The black and white
logo is primarily used for any hard copy printed in black and white. The red and gold logo will
be used for any hard copy printed in color where other university logos may also be displayed.
The gold logo will be primarily used for any digital or video content published on websites and
social media. The figure in the center of the logo is a UC Band member posed to “charge” the
stadium steps, the tradition that inspired the campaign title “Charge into the 2 nd Century.”
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Figure 7. Logos for the Charge the Second Century Campaign, author: Hayley Drewyor
Voorhees (2019).

The case statement will be written by Mr. Chris Nichter, Director of Bands, Dr. Juan
Guardia, Dean of Student Affairs, and Dr. Debra Merchant, Vice President of Student Affairs. It
will include important information about the band and the specifics of the million-dollar
campaign. Once the case statement is written, it will be filtered through the rest of the campaign
committee to finalize the content for the campaign and then passed along to the marketing
committee (Kim Burdett, James Barnard, and Hayley Voorhees) to design the rest of the
collateral.
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Appendix A - Interview Questions
1. What is your name?
2. What is your official position?
3. What college or university does your marching band program belong to?
4. How many students participate in your band program?
5. How is your band program primarily funded?
6. Have you organized fundraising campaigns for your band program?
7. Does your program provide instruments for the participating students?
a. If yes, did you rent or purchase the provided instruments?
b. If yes, what manufacturer did you purchase or rent from?
c. If yes, how do you maintain/repair the instruments?
d. If no, do the participating students provide their own instruments?

Appendix B - Sample Email to Band Directors

Dear Dr./Mr./Ms./Mrs. [insert band director name],
My name is Hayley Voorhees, I am an alumna of the University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands and
the Theta Chapter of Tau Beta Sigma. I admire your work at [insert college/university] and am
reaching out to ask if you would be interested in answering some questions pertaining to your
band project to support my master’s thesis at the Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College. I am
researching the effects of monetary support in a college or university marching band program.
I will provide you with the questions ahead of time. If you have a few minutes to spare, your
responses will greatly benefit this research project and possibly other college and university band
programs. If interested and available, please read through and sign the attached consent form and
email back to me. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved this research study for
January 24th – January 31st.

I look forward to speaking with you,
Hayley Q. Voorhees
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Appendix C – IRB Approval Letter

MEMO
To:

Jennie Mitchell, Ph.D., Emeritus Professor
Hayley Drewyor Voorhees

From: Lamprini Pantazi, Ph.D., & Chair of the Human Subjects –Institutional Review Board

Date:

January 23rd, 2019

Re:

Human Subjects Institutional Review Board Application

Thank you for submitting a Human Subjects proposal entitled “Funding college and
university band programs”.
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College has approved
your research. Unless renewed, this approval will expire on January 22nd, 2020.
If any changes need to be made during implementation of this research project, please submit
those changes to the IRB for its approval. Also, if any incidents occur, please notify the IRB as
soon as possible.
We wish you success with your research project.
Institutional Review Board members:

Lamprini Pantazi, Ph.D.
Scott Ripple, MD
Douglas Sperry, Ph.D.
Christine Wilkey, MSW, LCSW
Yei-Jin Yeom, Ph.D., RN
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Appendix D - Consent Form
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed as part of the above research project. This consent
form is necessary for us to ensure you understand the purpose of your involvement and that you
agree to the conditions of your participation.
Research project title: Charge the Second Century: A unique fundraising and marketing plan
for the University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands
Research Project Investigator: Hayley Drewyor Voorhees, Master of Leadership Program
student and Research Advisor, Jennie Mitchell, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus
You were identified for the study because you are acting as the Director of Bands for a college or
university marching/athletic band program. Your contact information was found on your
college/university’s website. The interview will take about 30 minutes. We don’t anticipate that
there are any risks associated with your participation, but you have the right to stop the interview
or withdraw from the research at any time.
DESCRIPTION: This research study is on the effects of funding on college and university
marching band programs. Researchers will be interviewing various band directors about the
funding of their programs. The purpose of the study is to research different ways successful band
programs are funded. The researchers will use the data to create a strategic fundraising and
marketing plan to raise money for instruments for the University of Cincinnati Bearcat Bands.
You will be asked to answer a set of questions via phone interview or by email. Responses will
be published in a research paper, but the interview will not be recorded.
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: 1). What is your name? 2). What is your official position? 3).
What college or university does your marching band program belong to? 4). How many students
participate in your band program? 5). How is your band program primarily funded? 6). Have you
organized fundraising campaigns for your band program? 7). Does your program provide
instruments for the participating students? 8). If yes, did you rent or purchase the provided
instruments? 9). If yes, what manufacturer did you purchase or rent from? 10). If yes, how do
you maintain/repair the instruments? 11). If no, do the participating students provide their own
instruments?
RISKS AND BENEFITS: The risks associated with this study are minimal if any risk at all.
The benefits which may reasonably be expected to result from this study are a contribution to
college and university band research. We cannot and do not guarantee or promise that you will
receive any benefits from this study. Your decision whether or not to participate in this study will
not affect your employment. There is an unidentified risk of reprisal from your employer due to
discussion in the research study of your employer’s practices. It is your responsibility to
ascertain your freedom to participate and to make decisions about participation based on your
employment situation.
PAYMENTS: You will not receive any monetary compensation for your participation.
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PARTICIPANT’S RIGHTS: If you have read this form and have decided to participate in this
project, please understand your participation is voluntary and you have the right to withdraw
your consent or discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to
which you are otherwise entitled. The alternative is not to participate. You have the right to
refuse to answer particular questions. The results of this research study may be presented at
scientific or professional meetings or published in scientific journals. Notes taken during the
interview will be kept on file for three years following the thesis defense and will be held
confidential. With your permission, your identity will be made known in written materials
resulting from the study (see Quotation Agreement section).
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: While participants’ names are not necessary for the
research study, the titles of the organizations of which they are associated will be included in all
data collected. As part of the consent form, participants have the option to agree to be quoted
directly in all presentations and publications of the data collected during interviews. However,
they are also made aware that the name of their affiliated organization will be publicized,
meaning that their association with the study could be inferred.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
Researcher:
Hayley Drewyor Voorhees
Master of Leadership Development Program (MLD) Student
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College
(740) 649-4699
Hayley.Drewyor@smwc.edu or hayleydrewyor@gmail.com
Research Advisor:
Jennie L. Mitchell, Ph.D., Emeritus Professor
Master of Leadership Development Program – Adjunct Professor
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College
(812) 535-5279 or (812) 208-4472
jmitchell@smwc.edu
Questions: If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this research, its
procedures, risks and benefits, contact the SMWC Institutional Review Board Chair
Chair, IRB
Dr. Lamprini Pantazi, Chair, Human Subjects Institutional Review Board
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College
Saint Mary of the Woods, IN 47876
(812) 535-5232
lpantazi@smwc.edu
QUOTATION AGREEMENT:
I understand that my words may be quoted directly. With regards to being quoted, please initial
next to any of the statements that you agree with:
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Initials Only please.
I agree to be quoted directly in presentations and publications.
I agree to be quoted directly if my name is not published and a made-up
name (pseudonym) is used.
Please scan a copy of your consent form to Hayley.Drewyor@smwc.edu or
hayleydrewyor@gmail.com

SIGNATURE _____________________________ DATE ____________

Print name of participant ___________________________________
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Appendix F – List of Researched Band Programs
University of Akron – Dr. Andrew Feyes (Ohio)
Bowling Green State University – Dr. Michael King (Ohio)
Butler University – Dr. Mathew Smith (Indiana)
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign – Barry L. Houser (Illinois)
Texas State University – Kyle Glaser (Texas)
Tiffin University – Ben Herrick (Ohio)
Towson University – Christopher Cicconi (Maryland)
Baylor University – Isaiah Odajima (Texas)
West Chester University – Greg Martin (Pennsylvania)
Florida State University – David Plack (Florida)
Tarleton State University – Dr. Gary Westbrook (Texas)
Auburn University – Dr. Corey Spurlin (Alabama)
University of Missouri – Dr. Amy Knopps (Missouri)
Morgan State University – Mr. Melvin Miles (Maryland)
University of Washington – Dr. J. Brad McDavid (Washington)
University of Minnesota – Mrs. Betsy McCann (Minnesota)
Ball State University – Dr. Caroline Hand (Indiana)
Ohio University – Dr. Richard Suk (Ohio)
The Ohio State University – Dr. Christopher Hoch
Rutgers University – Joe Busuito (New Jersey)
Northwestern State University – Jeffrey Mathews (Louisiana)
University of California, Los Angeles – Gordon Henderson (California
Slippery Rock University – Jonathan Helmick (Pennsylvania)
Austin Peay State University – Mr. John Schnettler (Tennessee)
University of Central Florida – Dr. Tremon Kiser (Florida)
West Virginia University – Stephen Lytle (West Virginia)
Indiana University – David Woodley (Indiana)
Kennesaw State University – Trey Harris (Georgia)
University of Oregon – Dr. Eric Wiltshire (Oregon)
University of Southern California – Dr. Jacob Vogel (California)
Arizona State University – Mr. James Hudson (Arizona)
Boise State University – Dr. Joseph Tornello (Idaho)
Kansas State University – Dr. Frank Tracz (Kansas)
University of Iowa – Dr. Eric Bush (Iowa)
University of Nebraska-Lincoln – Dr. Carolyn Barber (Nebraska)
University of Alabama – Dr. Kenneth Ozzello (Alabama)
University of Tennessee – Dr. Donald Ryder (Tennessee)
University of Florida – Jay Watkins (Florida)
University of Miami – Jay Rees (Florida)
University of Southern Florida – Dr. Matthew McCutchen (Florida)
Syracuse University – Dr. Bradley Ethington (New York)
University of Connecticut – Dr. David Mills (Connecticut)
Brigham Young University – Mr. Fred McInnis (Utah)
Colorado State University – Dr. T. André Feagin (Colorado)
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University of Nevada, Las Vegas – Anthony LaBounty (Nevada)
Michigan State University – Dr. David Thornton (Michigan)
University of Michigan – Mr. Michael Haithcock (Michigan)
University of Massachusetts – Dr. Timothy Anderson (Massachusetts)
Duke University – Mr. Jeffrey Au (North Carolina)
East Carolina University – Dr. William Staub (North Carolina)
Thomas More College – Mr. Brian Brown (Kentucky)
Texas College – Kevin Smith (Texas)
Long Island University – Tiffany Farrell (New York)
Baldwin Wallace – Randy Border (Ohio)
Cisco College – Manny Martinez (Texas)
Leland Stanford Junior University – Dr. Russell Gavin (California)
University of Notre Dame – Dr. Ken Dye (Indiana)
Boston College – Dr. David Healey (Massachusetts)
Stony Brook University – Dr. Justin Stolarik (New York)
The College of Wooster – Mr. Dan Fleischaker
North Carolina A&T – Dr. Kenneth Ruff
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